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Systematic effects in the rating of
second-language speaking ability: test
method and learner discourse
John A. Upshur Concordia University, Montreal
Carolyn E. Turner McGill University, Montreal

Major differences exist in two approaches to the study of second-language per-
formance. Second-language-acquisition (SLA) research examines effects upon dis-
course, and is typically unconcerned with scores. Language-testing (LT) research
investigates effects upon scores, generally without reference to discourse. Within
a general framework of test taking and scoring, we report research from these two
fields as it relates to questions of systematic effects on second-language tests. We
then examine findings incidental to a test-development project.

The findings were consistent with LT research into systematic effects of task
and rater on ratings, and with SLA research into systematic effects of task on
discourse. Using empirically derived scales as indicators of salient features of
discourse, we infer that task type influences strategies for assessing language per-
formance. Explanations for these joint findings are not afforded by either standard
LT or SLA perspectives. There is no theory of method to explain how particular
aspects of method affect discourse, how those discourse differences are then
reflected in ratings and how task features influence the basis for judgement. We
conclude that a full account of performance testing requires a paradigm that incor-
porates relationships that are not specified in either the major language-testing
research tradition or the tradition of second-language-acquisition research.

I Introduction

Concern with systematic error effects has been reflected in language-
testing (LT) research at least since early applications of Campbell
and Fiske’s (1959) multitrait-multimethod approach to construct vali-
dation (see, e.g., Bru¨tsch, 1979; Clifford, 1981; Corrigan and Upshur,
1982). The early studies examined tests of locally independent items
scored dichotomously. These differ greatly from tests consisting of a
very few performances rated on scales with a number of levels. More
recently, studies focusing on the systematic effects upon ratings can
be found in the research domain of language testing, but these studies
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do not consider the effects upon the discourse that influence scores.
This consideration appears in studies in the domain of SLA. In gen-
eral, however, SLA research on task-related variation in discourse is
not concerned with scores.

In this paper we consider research from the fields of language test-
ing and second-language acquisition as it relates to questions of sys-
tematic effects on second-language tests. In order to illustrate this
research, we first develop a framework of test taking and test scoring,
that is general enough to accommodate a variety of traits and
methods: from discrete-point, multiple-choice tests to rated samples
of communicative performance. We then review the locations and
relations in the frameworks that have been addressed by research in
language testing and in SLA. Next we report some findings incidental
to a test-development project. These confirm some findings on method
effects reported in the LT research literature and show some discourse
features that are differentially important for assessing performance on
different performance test tasks.

II Test taking and scoring

The minimum requirements for a test are an examinee and a task.
The attempt by the examinee to solve the task results in a score. That
is, the interaction between the test taker and the test task leads to a
score on that task. This is illustrated in Figure 1. This interaction can
be expressed in terms of a psychometric model: the likelihood of
getting a score of 1 rather than 0 on a dichotomously scored item is
a function of the difference between the ability of the person and the
difficulty of the item.1

The process of test taking and scoring differs from the psycho-
metric model. This process, assuming the absence of method effects,
is illustrated in Figure 2. For a multiple-choice item, the interaction
of an examinee with a given ability and a test task with a given ability
requirement (i.e., difficulty) lead the examinee to make a mark on an
answer sheet. This is the test taking phase. The marked answer sheet
is then compared by a human or machine scorer to an answer key;

Figure 1 Generalized model of a test

1The Rasch one-parameter model is one illustration of this. Other more complex models exist.
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Figure 2 Objective test taking and scoring, no method effects

if the two match, a score of 1 is given. Otherwise, the score is 0.
This is the test-scoring phase.

Figure 2 describes the process applicable to standardized tests made
up of discrete-point tasks (i.e., locally independent, objective items).
Under the assumptions of no method effect and perfectly reliable
answer marking and scoring, an examinee’s score on a task is a func-
tion of (1) how much of the trait the examinee possesses and (2)
how much of the trait the task requires for correct performance.

When one assumes the presence of method effects, however, a
score is a function not only of trait ability and trait requirements, but
also of other non-trait abilities and requirements. This is illustrated
in Figure 3. Tests are never perfectly valid. Every test method requires
a variety of abilities for satisfactory performance. Test performance
depends, therefore, upon a number of non-trait abilities of the test
taker. These constitute systematic errors of measurement.

Figure 3 Objective test taking and scoring, with method effects
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Figure 3 illustrates the process of objective testing when method
effects are included. In addition to ability in the trait of interest, an
examinee’s performance is affected by other abilities and character-
istics that are related to non-trait requirements of the task. For
example, items in a test of grammatical knowledge might be influ-
enced systematically by an examinee’s reading ability, visual acuity,
general intelligence, gender, cultural affiliation, risk tolerance,
vocabulary knowledge, etc.

For much of modern language testing this model is too limited.
The assumptions of unambiguous answer marking and error-free
dichotomous scoring no longer hold, even approximately. Instead of
filling in squares on an answer sheet, the examinee produces, perhaps
together with an interlocutor, an oral or written discourse. This dis-
course is heard or read by a human judge who refers to a scoring
guide or rating scale in order to select a score to represent the exam-
inee’s ability in the trait of interest. Figure 4 illustrates this extended
model of systematic effects on performance test scores.2 Examinee
and task interaction produces a discourse, not a score as in the simpler
model. Then the three-way interaction of discourse, rater (or, judge,
as often referred to) and scale yields a score that is interpreted as a
measure of the examinee’s trait ability. This elaborated model
presents a graphic indication of systematic effects to be studied in
order to better understand performance tests.

Bachmanet al. (1995: 239) note that performance testing brings
with it ‘potential variability in tasks and rater judgements, as sources
of measurement error.’ This has been recognized, and studies of some
of these additional effects have been reported (e.g., Lumley and

Figure 4 Performance test taking and scoring (with method effects)

2This is similar to the representation independently developed by McNamara (1996: 86).
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McNamara, 1995; Tyndall and Kenyon, 1996). Most of the LT studies
focus upon systematic effects upon scores. They do not generally take
account of the discourse that is a determiner of scores.

There is another research domain, SLA, that examines test factors
that affect discourse. That literature tends not to be concerned with
raters and scores, however. There is some cross-referencing of works
in LT and SLA (e.g., Bachman and Cohen, in press; Chalhoub-
Deville, 1995), but we have been unable to locate any comprehensive
synthesis of findings from the two domains that addresses the question
of systematic effects on performance tests.

III Systematic error effects: the research literature

Systematic effects on the rating of writing and speaking ability have
been investigated. The typical approach in the field of LT is to exam-
ine effects on scores. On the other hand, the typical approach in the
field of SLA is to examine effects on the discourse generated in task
performance. Studies exemplifying both approaches are cited below.

1 Systematic effects on scores
a Examinee characteristicsStudies of examinee effects are rela-
tively infrequent. Simon (1994) provides a discussion on differential
item functioning studies within a bilingual context (viz, Canada);
Elder (1995) has preliminary results concerning the use of common
assessment instruments and scales to assess the language skills of
learners from different language backgrounds; Sunderland (1995) has
demonstrated ways in which gender bias may manifest itself. Test
bias has been studied in educational contexts, focusing on minority
groups taking tests where the test language is not their first language
(cf. Green, 1994; Samudaet al., 1989). Norming studies document
effects of examinee group membership (e.g., geographical region, first
language), but effects of these demographic variables cannot be disen-
tangled from the many other variables with which they are con-
founded. Kunnan (1995) has reported a rigorous investigation of
examinee effects. Using structural equation modelling with two cul-
turally different groups, he evaluated systematic effects of informal
exposure and instruction, location of exposure, and monitoring on
proficiency test performance. Speaking ability was not well accounted
for by these factors.

b Task attributes Research documenting the task effect on test
scores is more abundant. In oral proficiency testing, this effect is most
often examined in terms of task difficulty. Kenyon (1995), for
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example, in a validation study of performance-based tests of oral pro-
ficiency explores the ability demanded by different tasks. Empirical
ordering of the tasks by difficulty support ana priori ordering. None-
theless, Fulcher (1994) includes the effect of task difficulty on scores
as a priority area for research on oral language testing. Chalhoub-
Deville (1995) points out that a construct can be represented by sev-
eral tasks, but that construct dimensions are manifested differently
depending on how the construct is operationalized. Therefore, ratings
are context-specific with regard to tasks. She calls for empirically
derived dimensions according to the specific task and audience.

A further direction of study concerning the method effect is the
investigation into the effects of direct versus semi-direct versions of
oral proficiency tests. Stansfield and Kenyon (1992) compared direct
and semi-direct interviews. O’Loughlin (1995) found a high corre-
lation between test scores (r = .92), but observed that the semi-direct
version produced a more literate type of language than the direct or
live version. It was the degree of interactiveness in the direct version
more than the difference in test format with the semi-direct version
that had salient effects on the discourse produced. The more interac-
tion, the lower the degree of lexical density in the discourse.

c Discourse qualities Most of the work relating discourse character-
istics to scoring has been done in the field of writing assessment, and
indirectly in the process of rating scale development. Vaughan
(1991), for example, found that holistic raters of ESL compositions
frequently reported six different text features that influenced their
judgements. Weigle (1994a) documented the criteria applied by raters
in assessing writing ability before and after training. A number of
writers have described empirical methods for constructing rating
scales (Pollitt and Murray, 1993; Stansfield, 1986; Upshur and
Turner, 1995). Examination of samples of learner performance reveal
qualities of the discourse that affect judgements and, ultimately, the
scores assigned. Another approach to relating discourse qualities to
scores has been to investigate the relation of subtraits to holistic
scores (see, e.g., Henning and Davidson, 1986).

d Rater characteristics A major concern with performance testing
is that the tasks require subjective assessments by raters. The rater is
not only an additional source of measurement error but, as a method
facet, may also exert systematic – although unwanted – effects upon
scores. Investigating effects and ways to control them have been the
focus of several studies.

The developments in many-facet Rasch measurement (Linacre,
1989–1993a) have provided improved techniques for investigating
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rater effects. It is now well established that raters differ in the severity
of their judgements of ability (Lumley and McNamara, 1995; Wiggle-
sworth, 1993). The seriousness of this effect has been questioned,
however. Bachmanet al. (1995: 253) using both many-facet Rasch
measurement and generalizability theory found that, although there
was a wide range of judge severity, this was unlikely to produce an
overall effect on test scores that are based upon double ratings of
multiple tasks. Going beyond questions of severity, McNamara and
Adams (1991/1994) note further that raters can demonstrate a vari-
ation in behaviour depending on the particular group of examinees,
the particular task, and the particular occasion. Linacre (1989–1993a)
uses the termbias to describe this interaction.

Rater training, as an attempt to control rater variability, has also
been investigated. Lunzet al. (1990) suggest that training cannot
make judges equally severe, but it can increase the consistency with
which individual judges rate all subjects (i.e., intrarater reliability).
Weigle (1994b) found changes in rater behaviour after training. Even
though differences in severity across raters still remained, the training
appeared to bring extreme raters within a range of tolerable severity.
Individual rater consistency improved across the inconsistent raters.
Lumley and McNamara (1995) suggest that results of training may
not last for long after a training session, thus demonstrating a need
for renewed training before each test administration. It has been sug-
gested that information obtained from many-facet Rasch analyses
could be used effectively for feedback in rater training (Tyndall &
Kenyon, 1996). Using information from a bias analysis, Wiggles-
worth (1993) found that raters were responsive to feedback and were
able to incorporate it into subsequent ratings so that bias was reduced.

In spite of rater training, however, each rater has a unique back-
ground that may effect judgements. Elder (1993) studied rater behav-
iour in the assessment of English proficiency of non-native-speaker
graduate students training as secondary maths and science teachers.
Raters were of two groups: ESL teachers and maths/science subject
specialists. They gave similar ratings for overall communicative
effectiveness, but differences were found in their ratings of particular
dimensions of language use. Brown (1995) explored effects of rater
occupation and language in an occupation-specific oral-language test.
Results were similar to Elder’s (1993). She found no significant dif-
ferences in overall grades awarded by different rater groups. Differ-
ences were found, however, on ratings for individual criteria. This is
interpreted as a demonstration of different perceptions of what consti-
tutes good performance.
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e Scale types There are a number of ways to classify rating scales.3

These may refer to the physical form or layout of the printed scale,
to the latent variables assessed or to the content of descriptors. One
way of classifying second-language rating scales is of especial rel-
evance to a consideration of systematic method effects: scale types
represent the underlying assumptions about possible systematic
effects upon ratings. Three different assumptions about scaling langu-
age performance are represented in existing scale types. The first
notion is that of ‘absolute proficiency rating’. It assumes, implicitly
at least, that there is no task effect, or that the rating scale can itself
compensate for task effects.

The second notion is that of ‘task proficiency rating’. It views lang-
uage performance tasks as more difficult or less difficult, but holds
that a single rating scale will apply to all tasks of a kind (e.g., speak-
ing tasks). Within this view, examinee abilities are estimated from
ratings of their performances on a task,adjusted bythe calibrated
difficulty of that task.

The third notion is that of rating according to a task/scale unit.
Task effects are acknowledged; it is further assumed that the qualities
of discourse that reflect progressive-ability levels will differ across
tasks and populations. For example, the qualities of discourse that
mark competence in telemarketing will differ from those that mark
competence in psychotherapy. Rating scales developed according to
this notion are, therefore, specific to a population and task, and are
often generated from empirical data.

We have found no studies that examine effects upon test perform-
ance by scales reflecting these three sets of assumptions about system-
atic effects. Most studies utilize one of the first two types of rating
scales. They do not, however, analyse effects.

2 Systematic effects on discourse

Two kinds of effect upon discourse have been examined, those
involving learner abilities and those involving such method effects as
elicitation procedure, interlocutor characteristics, etc. In this paper we
are not concerned with associations between proficiency (the trait of
speaking ability) and performance, but rather with other systematic
effects that may obscure our estimates of learner ability. A few studies
of effects upon discourse in language testing have been conducted
(e.g., O’Loughlin, 1995; Lazaraton, 1996). These are rare, however,

3In this paper we consider a scale as an ideally unidimensional measure of a single (albeit
complex) construct or ability. We do not consider multi-scale scoring schemes such as profiles,
their considerable diagnostic and prescriptive educational values notwithstanding.
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and do not as yet provide substantial links between method, discourse
and scores.

Examination of systematic effects upon discourse quality has been
studied most frequently as research in systematic variation in the field
of second-language acquisition. Ellis (1994: 138 and 142) divides this
research into two general classes: (1) investigations of task-induced
variation that documents the effects that context has upon variation
but does not identify the effective contextual factors; and (2) investi-
gations of context-induced variation that have ‘examined the effects
of different aspects of context: linguistic, sociolinguistic, and psychol-
inguistic’. Studies of this first sort are exemplified by Rose and Ono
(1995) who found that discourse completion tasks and multiple-
choice tasks elicit different forms of interrogation by Japanese lear-
ners of English.

a Examinee characteristicsA large number of studies have docu-
mented effects of examinee characteristics upon the discourse pro-
duced by second-language learners. Among these characteristics are:
ethnicity and culture (Beebe and Zuengler, 1983; Takahashi, 1989);
first language (Reid, 1988); gender and status (Porter, 1991).

b Task attributes Most of the task effect studies have examined
relations between common elicitation procedures and the incidence
of specific forms in elicited speech.

Phonology has been a common focus of study. Dickerson (1975),
for example, found relation between formality and pronunciation of
/z/ by Japanese learners of English. Beebe (1980) found formality
effects for pronunciation of Thai and English variants of /r/ in a study
with Thai speakers. Sato (1985) found a clear relation between task
and pronunciation in a ten-month study of a Vietnamese learner, but
could not explain it in terms of task formality.

In studies of morphology and syntax, Tarone (1985) found relation
between task (grammatically judgement, oral narration, interview)
and accuracy of three morphemes. Like Sato she could not explain
the effects according to formality of the task. Ellis (1987) studied
accuracy of past-tense forms produced in three tasks. He found a
relation that was explainable in terms of planning time.

Another set of investigations of task effects focuses upon interlocu-
tor attributes and behaviour. Studies of interlocutor effects have often
looked not only at specific linguistic forms, but also at broader dis-
course characteristics. Beebe and Zuengler (1983), for example,
found that the amount of speech produced by children during inter-
views was positively related to the amount used by their interviewers.
In addition to the effect of amount of interlocutor speech, documented
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interlocutor effects include the support provided by the interlocutor
to the examinee (Lazaraton, 1996).

Although there is a considerable literature in LT relating method
and scores and in SLA relating method and discourse, there is yet no
theory of method to explain how particular aspects of method have
systematic effects upon discourse that are reflected in test scores.
Neither is there a developed explanation of how rater and examinee
characteristics interact with one another and with discourse character-
istics to yield ratings. Some tentative hypotheses have been offered
to explain the effects of method facets upon produced discourse: task
formality, planning time and social accommodation, for example
(Ellis, 1994). These hypotheses are far from comprehensive, however.
Descriptions of effects of discourse features and examinee character-
istics upon rater judgements are virtually non-existent and, so, conse-
quently, are any attempts to explain those effects.

IV Incidental findings

In this section we report some findings incidental to a test-develop-
ment project. This is not a report on the validity of the developed
tests for their intended purpose. The report is intended, rather, to illus-
trate the framework introduced above, to report findings about method
effects that confirm previous LT research results, to extend somewhat
the method effect findings, and finally to present new information
about the salience for raters of task-related features of discourse. This
information arises from a type of analysis different from the more
usual discourse analysis favored in SLA research.

1 The test-development project

The purpose for the project was to provide a school board with an
efficient, standard measure of speaking ability. It was assumed by the
board that individual teachers were providing reliable assessments of
student ability within their own classrooms, but that a supplementary
measure, common for all classes, was needed. A detailed description
of the project is given in Turner and Upshur (1996). An abbreviated
account of the project is given below.

a Setting and participants The study took place in a large urban
school board near Montreal, Quebec. The language of instruction is
French; English as a second language (ESL) is a required subject for
120 minutes per week starting in Grade 4. At the end of Grade 6,
students are graduated to secondary schools and are streamed into
ESL classes as determined by their Grade 6 ESL marks. According
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to the curriculum adviser of the school board, the Grade 4–6 ESL
program is based upon principles of communicative language teach-
ing.

There were two groups of participants: (1) 12 elementary school
teachers who served both as test developers and raters, and (2) 255
Grade 6 ESL learners. Teacher participants were volunteers. Student
participants were enrolled in the classes of the teacher participants.
Standard practices for use of human subjects were followed.

With the collaboration of the school board’s ESL curriculum
advisor, we undertook a project to develop a standardized instrument
of speaking ability which could serve as one indicator for secondary-
school ESL class placement.

b Instruments This study employed two measures of speaking
ability developed specifically from the population. A measure is
defined here as a speech elicitation task and a rating scale. The devel-
opment process involved the 12 teachers and two researchers. The
EBB scaling procedure was followed (i.e., the scale isempirically
derived, requiresbinary choices by raters, and defines theboundaries
between score levels; see Turner and Upshur, 1996).

Elicitation tasks Following a meeting with the 12 teachers, the cur-
riculum advisor and the two researchers, two tasks were agreed upon
and developed for use. This included piloting and revision. The two
tasks were: Story Retell (SR) and Audio-Pal (AP).

• Story Retell (SR) – The students watch a two-and-a-half minute
video. They are instructed to draw a picture after viewing the
video to help them remember the story. They are asked to save
their pictures. Individually they go to a quiet place where they
find a tape recorder and an instruction sheet. They retell the story
in their own words, using their pictures.

• Audio-Pal (AP) – Students go individually to a recording site.
They are informed that English-speaking exchange students of the
same grade from other provinces are coming to live and attend
school with them for a month. Each student is then instructed to
compose a letter in the form of a tape recording to an exchange
student. They are guided to talk about topics like: ‘yourself and
family, your hobbies and interests, things you might do together,
what school is like’.

Rating scale Rating-scale development took place after the teachers
had administered the elicitation tasks to a sample of 36 Grade 6 lear-
ners from across the school board and recorded their performances.
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A sample set of 12 performances was identified for each task (i.e.,
one sample set from SR responses and one sample set from AP
responses).

Scales were constructed in accordance with the third notion of rat-
ing scales as outlined above, namely that tasks affect both score and
type of discourse. Two rating scales were empirically developed from
the sample sets: one scale specific to the Story Retell task, and the
other specific to the Audio-Pal task. Six teachers and one of the
researchers developed one scale, while the other six teachers and
second researcher developed the other scale. For both tasks the teach-
ers found that they were able to distinguish six ability levels. They
then devised rating procedures for two different six-level scales. The
scale development procedure is described briefly below in the section
on task effects on discourse.

c Testing procedure Near the end of the school year, teachers used
the two tasks to test their students. Students were individually called
out from their regular classrooms activities for testing. All responses
were taperecorded for subsequent scoring.

d Scoring procedure Soon after testing, a scoring day session was
set up. The teachers brought in the tape recordings of their students.
They rated the students from their own classes and the students from
two other classes taught by different teachers. In this way, each stud-
ent recording was rated independently by three of the participating
teachers.

e Analysis The data set was analysed using many-facet Rasch
measurement with the program FACETS, Version 2.75 (Linacre,
1994). To examine the measurement characteristics of the tests, three
facets were specified: subject, rater and task. The partial-credit model
was chosen instead of the rating scale model because the scoring cri-
teria for the two scales were qualitatively different (see also Pollitt
and Hutchinson, 1987). In addition, a bias analysis was performed to
examine the interactions between rater and task.

The model for this analysis was:

log S Pnijk

Pnijk–1
D = Bn – Di – Cj – Fk

Where:
Pnijk is the probability of examineen being awarded on taski by judge
j a rating ofk;
Pnijk–1 is the probability of examineen being awarded on taski by
judge j a rating ofk–1;
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Bn is the ability of examineen;
Di is the difficulty of taski;
Cj is the severity of raterj;
Fk is the difficulty of the step up from categoryk–1 to categoryk.

The use of FACETS permitted a second analysis in which students
abilities for the two genders and across the different schools in the
district were compared. These were matters of concern to the local
school commission, but will not be reported here.4

A final, two-facet analysis (subjects and raters) was performed with
the AP data set in order to compare the harshness of teachers who
had developed the scale with the harshness of those who had
developed the other rating scale. There was insufficient data to per-
form a comparable analysis with the SR data. Two hundred and fifty-
five students performed either SR or AP. Forty-two of those students
did both tasks. For reasons discovered later, the majority of teachers
administered AP, thus resulting in an imbalance in data collection
across the two tasks.

The FACETS analysis was performed on a total of 805 ratings
given by 12 raters to 297 speech performances produced by 255 chil-
dren. Seventy-two of the responses were rated in the lowest (1) or
highest (6) score level and could not be used for estimating the para-
meters of the measurement model. An initial concern with a FACETS
analysis is whether the mathematical measurement model fits the data
one is working with. Convergence was achieved in 63 iterations using
the program default values. Three of the 733 measurable responses
were unexpectedly high or low. These were ratings given by three
different raters to speech samples produced by three different stu-
dents; two ratings were unexpectedly high and one low. There was,
therefore no apparent pattern to the few unexpected responses. Abili-
ties of 250 of the 255 students were adequately estimated.5 In brief,
the data fitted the model quite well, and most of the children’s abilities
were well measured.

FACETS provides a graphical summary of all facets and their
elements (Figure 5). They are positioned on a common logit scale
which facilitates comparisons across and within facets. This common
scale appears as the first column in Figure 5. The second column
shows the subjects by open and filled circles, the latter representing
three subjects and the open circle representing one or two. Subjects

4No substantive or statistical differences were found between genders. The difference in mean
logits was .02; the probability for a fixed (both the same) chi-square was .87. Mean logits for
schools had a standard deviation of .24. Fixed chi-square= 17.9; df = 13; p = .16.

5Of the 255 students, five had high (. u2.0u) standardized infit indices. For four of these five
children standardized outfit indices were also extreme.
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Figure 5 All facets summary
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are ranked by ability, with high ability at the top portion of the col-
umn and low ability at the bottom. The third column shows task dif-
ficulty with more difficult tasks at the top of the column. Rater sever-
ity is indicated in the fourth column, with the more severe raters at
the top of the column and the more lenient at the bottom. The last
two columns graphically describe the two rating scales. Each task has
its own scale. Abilities are represented by the different scale levels
across each task. On the scales, numerical values are positioned at
integer-expected scores and the horizontal lines are positioned at half-
score points (i.e., the point at which the likelihood of getting the next
higher rating begins to exceed the likelihood of getting the next lower
rating; Myford et al., 1996: 21). To summarize, the most likely scale
score for each ability level is shown.

FACETS provides several indications of the reliability of differ-
ences among the elements of each facet. Helpful ones to examine are:
Separation, Reliability and Fixed (all same) chi-square. The separ-
ation index is a measure of the spread of the estimates relative to
their precision. It is the ratio of the adjusted standard deviation of
element measures to the root mean-square standard error. One may
think of this as follows. If two subjects differ in estimated ability by
one standard deviation and the standard error is one-third as large
(separation index= 3.0), one would be quite confident that there was
a true difference in real subject ability. The reliability coefficient indi-
cates how well the analysis distinguishes among the elements. It is
the Rasch equivalent to the KR20 or Cronbach’sa statistic, that is,
the ratio of true variance to observed variance (Linacre, 1989–1993b:
65). Wright and Masters (1982: 105–6) characterize it as the test
reliability of (element) separation, that is, the proportion of the
observed variance in measurements of ability (severity, etc.) which
is not due to measurement error. The fixed (all same) chi-square tests
the null hypothesis that all elements of the facet are equal. These
three statistics are reported below as appropriate.

2 Measurement characteristics

The measurement characteristics of SR and AP are reported here to
provide evidence that the data from the project are reliable, that find-
ings based upon them are credible. Two specific questions were
addressed in the FACETS analysis in order to evaluate the metric
quality of the tests: (1) Is student ability effectively measured? and
(2) Are scales efficient and consistent with assumptions about distri-
butions of student ability?

1) Is student ability effectively measured?As shown in Figure 5,
subject ability estimates range from a high of approximately 6 logits
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Table 1 Summary of FACETS analysis

FACET Number Reliabilitya Variance
(in logits)

Subjectb 255 0.85 5.02
Taskb 2 0.98 0.53
Raterb 12 0.87 0.27

Notes:
aVariance ratio, the FACETS equivalent of Chronbach’s a.
bSignificant at p , .01.

to a low of –7 logits, a spread of 13 logits in terms of student ability.
The reliability index of these estimates was .85 (see Table 1), which
demonstrates it is possible to achieve reliable ability scores using
these tasks and raters. The sum of variances for all facets (including
subjects) was 5.82 logits. Variance in subject ability was 5.02 logits.
That is, ability differences were much greater than differences in task
difficulty or in rater severity.

2) Are scales efficient and consistent with assumptions about dis-
tributions of student ability?Figure 5 shows that the two rating scales
are functioning differently. Examination of the scale category stat-
istics, however, reveals that both scales are satisfactory. Each score
level was most probable for a range of ability; all score levels were
utilized although the lowest level for AP was infrequent (see Table
2, the percentage of ratings at each scale level). The scale for AP
yielded a near normal distribution of scores, the scale for SR produced
a flatter distribution. The ability ranges for the non-extreme score
levels of the AP scale are remarkably similar. The ranges for the SR
scale are less similar and are smaller, with the exception of level 5.

The two tests reported in this study, Audio-Pal and Story Retell, were
developed to provide efficient estimates of speaking ability in a school
district where student abilities differed from school to school. Audio

Table 2 Percentage of ratings at each score level

Scale level Story retell (%) Audio-Pal (%)

6 8 10
5 27 24
4 25 34
3 17 19
2 13 10
1 11 3
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Pal could be recommended for that purpose. Reliability was satisfac-
tory; the rating scale functioned well; teachers rated well with little
training; it was an easy test to administer and was well accepted by
all of the teachers who participated in the study. We suspect, more-
over, that differences in rater performance could be reduced with
some group scoring experience (cf. Tyndall and Kenyon, 1996; Wei-
gle, 1994a; Wigglesworth, 1993). More important to this paper, we
are justified in accepting the results obtained incidentally to develop-
ment of the tests.

3 Systematic effects on scores

Three questions, answerable through the FACETS analysis, relate to
systematic method effects upon test scores. A further question investi-
gates a possible source for severity differences among raters.

1) How much do tasks (i.e., tests) that are designed to be equivalent
actually differ in difficulty?

2) Are teacher-raters equally severe? Are they individually consist-
ent?

3) Are teacher-raters biased with respect to test tasks?
4) Do teachers who have been scale constructors rate differently

from other raters?

1) How much do tasks (i.e., tests) that are designed to be equival-
ent actually differ in difficulty?The analysis reports a 1.48 logit dif-
ference in the difficulty level of the two tasks. SR is .74 logits and
AP is –.74 logits. This difference is shown in Figure 5. The separation
index is 7.76 and the reliability coefficient is .98. The analysis reliably
distinguishes between different levels of task difficulty. The fixed (all
same) chi-square is 122.3 withdf = 1 andp = .00, therefore the null
hypothesis of no difference must be rejected. Furthermore, not only
do the tasks present different levels of difficulty, but differences in
the respective scale steps lead to different scoring on the two tasks.
Although most students, regardless of ability level, would be rated at
the same or the adjacent scale level on the two tasks, the two tests
examined here cannot be considered equivalent.

2) Are teacher-raters equally severe? Are they individually con-
sistent?Rater behaviour can be analysed in terms of relative severity,
and also in terms of consistency within individual raters.

Figure 5 reveals that, although eight raters appear to cluster around
the center of 0, three raters are near the extremes of 1 and –1 logits,
approximately 2 logits difference in severity. The fixed chi-square for
rater severity is 93.2 withdf = 11 andp = .00. In other words, the
raters are not equally severe. Separation of raters is 2.54, with a
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reliability of .87. This reliability coefficient indicates that the analysis
is fairly reliably separating raters into different levels of severity.

Within-rater consistency measures are represented in FACETS by
two measures of fit: the infit and the outfit. The infit is the weighted
mean-squared statistic which is sensitive to unexpected responses near
the point where decisions are made. The outfit has the same form but
is the unweighted mean-squared statistic and is more sensitive to out-
liers (extreme scores). For the purposes of this study the infit statistic
will be analysed. The literature provides no hard and fast rules for
setting upper and lower limits. These would depend on the nature of
the study. As guidelines, however, Lunz and Stahl (1990) have sug-
gested lower and upper limits of .5 and 1.5 respectively. Lower than
.5 indicates too little variation, lack of independence, or overfit.
Greater than 1.5 indicates too much unpredictability in rater scores.
Linacre (1989–1993b) suggests .7 or .8 and 1.3 or 1.2. The rater
measurement report of infit statistics shows four who are extreme by
Linacre’s standards: raters 6 and 12 highly conforming at .6; rater 1
at 1.4 and rater 7 at 1.5 tend towards unpredictability. None of these
raters exceed the limits proposed by Lunz and Stahl, however.
FACETS also provides standardized infit statistics with an expected
mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. This shows the degree of
variability in individual rater scores relative to the amount of varia-
bility in the entire data set and proves helpful in comparing elements
of a facet. Greater than 2 or less than –2 are considered indications
of misfit. None of the raters have standardized infit statistics outside
of this range.

In summary, raters are not equally harsh, but they rank students in
much the same way and they are reasonably consistent in their own
rating behaviour.

3) Are teacher-raters biased with respect to test tasks?To further
explore rater behaviour, a bias analysis was conducted between rater
and task. After correcting for bias, there were 3 unexpected responses
that remained. This is an acceptably low number.

The Bias/Interaction Calibration Report lists the extent of bias for
each rater. Rater 8 had significant bias, being unexpectedly severe on
SR (Z-score of 3.3, with Z. 2.0 indicating significant bias). Raters
2 and 10 showed no bias on either SR or AP. All other raters demon-
strated bias, but the direction of bias differed. Severity bias against
SR (i.e., judging SR more harshly than AP) was shown by Raters 3,
6, 8 and 12. There was no severity bias for AP. Leniency bias was
shown for SR by Raters 1, 4, 5 and 7. Leniency for AP was shown
by Raters 9 and 11. In summary, 10 of the raters showed bias, with
only Rater 8 showing significant bias. Eight of the 10 raters showed
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a greater degree of bias towards SR than AP. To summarize, one of
the raters showed significant bias, giving unexpectedly severe ratings
for SR. Although there were no other significant rater-by-task biases,
there was a clear tendency for raters to agree on AP scores, but to
give unexpectedly high or low ratings on SR.

4) Do teachers who have been scale constructors rate differently
from other raters?A two-facet analysis, subjects and raters, was run
on the AP data set. Only the AP results provided a sufficient amount
of data for meaningful analysis, so a comparable analysis on the SR
data set was not undertaken. The range in harshness of the 12 raters
is 3.44 logits, with the most severe at 1.74 and the most lenient at –
1.70. The six most severe raters were the developers of the scale.
They ranged from 1.74 to .35 logits. The remaining raters, who did
not construct the scale, were more lenient with a range from .00 to –
1.70 logits. See Table 3. The probability for such a split is less than
.005. We have no evidence pointing towards a particular explanation
for this finding. It seems, however, that raters tend to be lenient when
rating instructions or scale descriptors are less well understood or
internalized.

Summary of findings on method effectsThe Facets analysis of the
test development data modelled the trait of speaking ability and three
different method effects: task difficulty, rater severity and scale step.
The results confirm the findings of others that task differences affect
scores (cf. Bru¨tsch, 1979; Chalhoub-Deville, 1995; Clifford, 1981;
Corrigan and Upshur, 1982; Fulcher, 1994; Kenyon, 1995; O’Lough-
lin, 1995; Stansfield and Kenyon, 1992). It also confirms general fin-
dings that judges differ in severity (cf. Bachmanet al., 1995; Elder,
1993; Lumley and McNamara, 1995; Myfordet al., 1996; Weigle,

Table 3 Teacher severity on Audio-Pal in relation to the scale constructed

Teacher Severity (in logits) Scale construction team

4 1.74 AP
5 0.87 AP
1 0.49 AP
2 0.44 AP
7 0.38 AP
9 0.35 AP
6 0.00 SR
8 –0.37 SR

11 –0.38 SR
12 –0.69 SR
10 –1.13 SR
3 –1.70 SR
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1994b; Wigglesworth, 1993). Although severity may be related to
permanent characteristics of raters, we found evidence that it might
be also related to a rater’s involvement in construction of the scale
used for ratings. We also found rater by task bias (cf. Brown, 1995;
Elder, 1993; Wigglesworth, 1993 for other findings of rater bias).

4 Task effects on discourse

At issue in our examination of the project is: What features of dis-
course are salient for the assessment of speech generated by two dif-
ferent tasks?

The procedure for developing the rating scales for SR and AP
yielded an analysis of those features. This ‘analysis’ differs consider-
ably from the types of analysis generally employed in SLA research
in which an investigator either looks for the existence of preselected
features or attempts to provide a comprehensive account of a text.

Before creating a rating scale, the construction team agree in gen-
eral terms upon the ability, construct or attribute that they wish to
measure. The essentials of the scale-making procedure itself can be
described as a repeated sequence of three operations: first, a group
of scale constructors individually divide a sample of performances
(e.g., voice recordings or compositions, etc.) into a better half and a
poorer half; then, as a group, they discuss their divisions of the sample
and reconcile any differences; finally, they find some characteristic
of the samples that distinguishes the two halves, and they state that
characteristic in the form of a binary question that can be used in
sorting other samples. The procedure is applied to successive sub-
samples of the original sample. The outcome is a set of questions
reflecting characteristics of the performances that are salient for dis-
tinguishing among the different ability levels of the group. Figure 6
illustrates formally a set of five binary questions devised by this pro-
cedure to sort a set of performances into six levels.

Rating scales developed for different tasks may reveal different
features that are salient for demonstrating ability to perform those
tasks. For example, the feature that distinguished upper half perform-
ance on SR was ‘Did the learner produce a coherent story with all
three story elements without long pauses?’ Better performance on AP
was distinguished by ‘Did the learner use a variety of structure (at
least 2 sentence patterns, with expansions)?’ The complete set of sali-
ent features for the two tests appear as Figure 7.6

6The rating procedure involves a hierarchical comparison of scale questions with student
performance. In this way a performance is rated by considering only two or three features. It
is possible, therefore, for a higher rated performance to lack some quality that is present in a
lower rated performance. The full scales are presented in Turner and Upshur (1996).
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Figure 6 Sample and subsamples for developing scale questions

Figure 7 Salient discourse characteristics for two tests at different ability levels
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The highest level students are distinguished from the next highest
level by fluency regardless of task or scale. Lowest students are typi-
cally marked by reliance upon their L1. Otherwise, SR students at
intermediate levels on the scale are differentiated by considerations
of content in their responses. AP students differ according to formal
featues of phonology and grammar.

V Conclusions and implications

1 Scale making as analysis of discourse

In addition to confirming findings by other investigators, the study
shows how the tasks stimulate discourse that is judged according to
quite different criteria. This difference appeared during scale develop-
ment. The development teams had to identify salient characteristics
of the two sets of discourses that were significant indicators of speak-
ing ability. These different characteristics are incorporated in the two
task-specific rating scales. It has not been determined, however,
whether the different sets of criteria are themselves ordered in terms
of how difficult they are to satisfy.

Although this type of analysis of salient features is useful for scale
construction and may be useful for some other purposes (e.g., ident-
ifying developmental sequences), it should be recognized that it is by
no means comprehensive. Features that do not distinguish learners at
different ability levels do not emerge in the scale construction pro-
cedure. There may also be other features that distinguish among lear-
ners at different ability thresholds, but which were not recognized
because of the thresholds selected for scale-making. Also, there may
be alternatives to the identified features at the selected level bound-
aries, alternatives that just happened to be less salient to the scale
construction team.

2 Strategies for judgement: bias and rating of pseudo-
communication

The bias analysis of our test development data showed that raters
were unexpectedly severe or lenient in scoring Story Retell. There
are two possible explanations for this finding that have occurred to
us. One is related to the overall severity of scale developers in rating
Audio-Pal. The second assumes that raters employ different assess-
ment strategies when judging communicative success when they
know what a student is trying to convey.

The overall severity explanation is that most of the data are gener-
ated by performance on the Audio-Pal task. Therefore, rater severity
is determined largely by ratings of Audio-Pal. Any bias is demonstrated
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in FACETS for or against Story Retell, the test with the smaller data
subset. In fact, however, it seems that the experience of constructing
the Audio-Pal scale may influence the scale makers to be more severe.
Because of data limitations, it is not possible to know whether the
developers of the scale for Story Retell are more severe in their use
of that scale. Without this information we cannot generalize about a
relation between scale construction and rating severity.

The assessment strategy explanation is based upon consideration of
the observed bias and also upon qualitative differences in the rating
scales for the two tests. In Story Retell a student’s intentions are fully
predictable by the rater; the rater knows the story. In Audio-Pal, in
contrast, the rater cannot predict precisely what a student might choose
to say. For this reason it is impossible for a judge to be certain if a
given interpretation corresponds to speaker intentions. Furthermore, it
is often impossible to verify student assertions. These differences in
predictability and possibilities for judgement seem to be reflected in
the two sets of scale descriptors. The most important quality in rating
Story Retell was the inclusion of elements of the story. This may be
because it is possible to determine whether they are included. In rating
Audio-Pal it was variety of sentence structure. This seems to be a fall-
back procedure for inferring communicative language ability. In sum-
mary, it seems that if raters know what the child wants to say (possible
with Story Retell), they can check to see if it is said. However, if they
do not know what is intended (as in Audio-Pal), they tend to estimate
the formal resources at the speaker’s command, and then from that
estimate they infer success in communicating.

Different rating strategies can account for some raters being unex-
pectedly lenient in judging Story Retell and others being unexpectedly
severe. Their own knowledge of the story allowed some raters to
better understand what a student was trying to say and to rate the
performance according to this enhanced understanding. For other rat-
ers, their story knowledge seemed to provide a standard by which
they could identify a student’s communicative infidelities. Thus, there
may be two sorts of strategies that define judges of pseudo-communi-
cative task performance. Knowledge of communicative intent allows,
probably unconsciously, some to overrate for success and others to
underrate for failures.

In this way we are able to infer a plausible difference in strategy
for rating pseudo-communicative discourse that could account for the
bias noted in this study.

3 Nature of performance-test scales
None of the literature cites direct comparisons among the three scale
types described above: absolute proficiency ratings, task proficiency
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ratings and task-specific rating. The test development project also
employed only one type of scale. Tentative conclusions may be
drawn, however.

First, we noted important qualitative differences in the salient
characteristics of discourse produced in the two tasks and also found
reliable differences in task difficulty. These findings agree with SLA
studies on linguistic variation and with the LT studies that have exam-
ined task effects: one cannot ignore systematic task effects upon per-
formance test scores. Confidence in absolute proficiency ratings does
not appear warranted.

Second, the findings also cast doubt upon the validity of task pro-
ficiency ratings. One reason for doubt is the differences between the
salient qualities of discourse that emerged in the construction of the
scales. As noted above, these differences appear to be related to the
predictability of speaker intentions in the tasks, and are therefore not
likely to be artifacts of having two-scale development teams. A
second reason is the functional difference between the scales as
shown in Figure 5. This reason is less persuasive as it might possibly
be caused by differences in student ability levels in the scale-develop-
ment samples.

The weight of evidence suggests, therefore, that rating scales
should be task-specific, not just population-specific. If this is true for
brief performance tasks designed to measure a single, higher-order
construct, it may be true as well when one is designing lengthier tasks
to test for multiple constructs. On the basis of our evidence we do not
believe that a more general scale-type should be assumed. A further
implication of our findings is that effective rating scales may reflect
task demands as well as discourse types. This relation between task
and rating scale has not been studied in either the LT or the SLA
traditions. Reliance upon task-specific rating scales does nothing to
solve the problem of generalization. One would clearly like to have
general rating scales that could be applied to a wide range of tasks
in a manner such that a given rating would always have the same
interpretation. Claims that some scales do actually have such a gen-
eral nature should be received with skepticism. One can speculate
that raters who employ a single, standard scale to rate performance
on a variety of tasks may in fact reinterpret that scale for each differ-
ent task. In this way the actual rating scales may reflect task influences
even though the ostensible rating scale is invariant.

4 Test taking and rating

In this article we have reported findings consistent with (1) LT
research on systematic effects on ratings and (2) SLA research on
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systematic effects of task on discourse. These consistencies give con-
fidence that our findings are valid. An adequate explanation for them
is lacking, however, because there is no theory of method to explain
how particular aspects of method affect discourse and how those dis-
course differences are then reflected in test scores. We proposed the
presence of different rating strategies as a result of the way task type
determines the importance of various discourse characteristics. We
find no theory to explain this relationship. Nor is there a developed
explanation of how rater and examinee characteristics interact with
one another and with discourse characteristics to yield ratings, or how
tasks relate to well-functioning rating scales. We find that simply con-
catenating the traditional research approaches of LT and SLA, as
schematized in Figure 4, fails to consider a number of relationships
that must be addressed in a full account of performance testing. A
somewhat more complex model is sketched in Figure 8. We have
included a relation between task and rater to indicate our finding that
judges seem to adapt their strategies to task demands. We have not
included other relations that we have speculated upon in this paper.
However, we think that they should be investigated. Developing and
evaluating a more sophisticated model of performance testing appears
an important challenge for LT and for SLA.

We have demonstrated that the use of task-specific rating scales is
integral to a more comprehensive view of the process of performance

Figure 8 Augmented model: Performance test taking and scoring
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test taking and scoring. We are encouraged that others are suggesting
that empirical procedures be used in the development of rating scales
and that rating scales be task-specific (e.g., Chalhoub-Deville, 1995;
Fulcher, 1987; 1988; Shohamy, 1990). Moreover, some are even put-
ting this into practice (Fulcher, 1996). Based on his own research,
Fulcher (1996: 228) suggests ‘. . . that a data-based approach to rating
scale development appears to be promising, and that further research
should be carried out into the description and operationalization of
constructs for language testing, reinforcing the necessary link between
applied linguistics, second language acquisition research and language
testing theory and practice’. Within this view there are still many
unresolved issues. When using empirical methods of scale construc-
tion, the composition of construction teams and the make-up of
samples of performances may have effects that deserve study. A more
pressing issue relates to the tension between the needs for accuracy
in assessing a particular performance and generalization to broader
domains of language use.
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